
Synopsis

Stalinism  was a very complex, economically and socially revolutionary system. It did not only
consist in repression and imprisonment. Stalin Forged an economic system that transformed the
lives of the Soviet citizens and laid the foundations for the emergence of the USSR as a super-
power.

Thanks to this work the reader will be able to approach the Soviet experience through the de-
tails of the lives of its main leaders, very especially of Stalin, but also through the lives of So-
viet citizens, the beliefs that they shared and what made them laugh, as well as through the
cities and buildings where they lived (or in most cases poorly lived). 

Stalin was admired, revered and even beloved by many, and incredibly there are some sectors
of the Russian society, still existing today, which feel nostalgia for that period. this work will let
the reader approach the Soviet experience, from Georgia to the Caucasus throughout the vast
geography of the Soviet Union: from Ukraine to the centres were decisions were made; from
Spain to Mexico, where Trotsky was murdered; from the Kremlin, the ordeal of Leningrad up to
the streets of Stalingrad and the battlefields of Kursk where Stalin could finally save his regime.
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Biography

Álvaro Lozano (Rome, 1967) has a PhD in History and is a frequent 
contributor to specialized journals in this field. 

He is the author of: The German Invasion of Russia; Kursk, 1943: The Deci-
sive Battle; The Cold War; Nazi Germany; The Diplomatic Contributions of
Marquess of Villalobar and The Holocaust and Mass Culture. 

He has written Breve historia de la Primera Guerra Mundial.

Sales pitch 

This is the first book in Spanish that offers a complete and rigorous view of Stalin and Stalinism.

It is a worlk of a great interest and importance to understand the tragic history of the 20th
century. It breaks with the traditional view of Stalinism, and shows the reality of the lives of So-
viet citizens at the time.

The author is a very well known and experienced in writing Popular History.

Get to know the life and work of Stalin, one of the most powerful dicta-
tors in history. An entertaining and rigorous work that will reveal, in all

its facets, the Stalinism, one of the bloodiest dictatorships
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BREVE HISTORIA de...

La vida del Führer del Tercer Reich, el dirigente más controvertido y
complejo del siglo XX, que acabó dejando tras de sí un terrible rastro de

muerte y destrucción. Descubra su personalidad y la irresistible habilidad
política con la que se hizo con el poder liderando la revolución Nazi

BREVE HISTORIA de...
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